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ABSTRACT 
O’Cinneide presented an entrywise perturbation theorem for Markov chains. The 
error bound he obtained is nearly best possible. We give the best possible error 
bound. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, O’Cinneide [2] found an interesting thing about Markov chains. 
That is to say, if small relative errors are introduced into the entries of the 
transition matrix, then only small relative errors result in the entries of the 
stationary distribution. His result can be stated as follows: Let P and 
P’ = P + F be irreducible transition matrices of order n with respective 
stationary distributions rr and ii. If Ifi, < qrij for all i and j, then 
TrTTi - iii I I mi < 2ne + 0(E2). (14 
He also gave an example which showed that the error bound can attain 
2(n - 1)~ + 0(e2). Thus he stated that the error bound (1.1) was “nearly 
best possible.” In this paper, we show that the error bound 2n E + 0(e2) can 
be replaced by 2(n - 1)~ + 0(e2>. And thi s is the best possible error bound. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First we present a lemma established by Ipsen and Meyer [21, which will 
be used as a tool to prove our theorem. 
LEMMA 1 (Ipsen and Meyer). Let P and P’ = P + F be irreducible 
transition matrices with respective stationay distributions v and ii. If F(I) 
denotes the matrix obtained bq deleting thej th column of F, and A, denotes 
the principal matrix obtained by d&&g- the j th rG and colu’mn from 
A = I - P, then 
IT f - ? _ ijT~(f)~-1 P- 
9 
j e. (2.1) 
Here e is the vector of all ones. 
THEOREM 1. Let F = <f,> E R”‘” be a small entry&e perturbation to 
irreducible transition matrix P with 
IfijI Q ‘I p*jl. 
Let v and ii be the stationary distributions corresponding to transition 
matrices P and P = P + F respectively. Then 
vi 
Q 2(n - 1)E + O(E2). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume 
From (2.11, 
Obviously, 
s Iq - ii,1 l?ri - $1 = = max 
Ir, l<i4n vi 
S Q liiTF(“)A;‘el. 
(iiTFc”)A, ‘el Q 2 lii(( f *lr...rfi,n-l)AR1eI. 
i=l 
(2.2) 
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qJp,, ,... rpn,n-JA,l = (c...>T,-I), 
we have 
I~~(fW*~ fn,n-l)A;lel G (1 + S)E*%(?%...., ?kn-~)A,le 
= (1+ S)E*(l- 7rJ. 
Now we consider (ii,(fil,. . . ,f,,,_,)A,‘el. Let 
I -1 
1 -1 
T, = 1 -1 
\ l. -‘l 
Noting Fe = 0 and Ae = 0, we have 
and 
&7-*~ fi,“-l)Tl = ui2>..Jln) 
I 
-P12 -p13 ..I -Pl,n-1 -Pin 
a22 -p23 *** -pz,n-1 _P2” 
A,T, = -P32 a33 
. . . 
-p3,n-1 -P3, = G, 
\ -pn-1,2 -Pn-1,3. .** %-1,.-l -Pn-1,n 1 
where 
Noticing 
a,, = 1 - pii, i = l,...,n. 
q(p12,...>pd = (G...>+%, 
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where A, is obtained by deleting the first row and column from A, and 
letting 
T2 = 
we have 
T2G = 
and 
Obviously, 
Thus 
1 
g1 T2 
-_ -_ . . . 
Tl ?l 
a22 -P23 .*’ 
-p32 a33 .*a 
-p2n 
-p3* 
a “ll 
\ 
= A, 
/ 
1 
T2e = e - -e,_,. 
Tz 
A-’ = T,A,lT,. n 
,fi,n-dA?e) = %(fw.,fi,)*A;’ 
G (1 + qE.721(p12>..-,plfJ 
Generally, for 1 < j < n - 1, 
l;s(f,l,...,fi,n-l)A~lel < (1 + S)E*(~ - rj). 
MARKOV CHAIN PERTURBATIONS 
Overall, 
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6 Q (1+ S)E’ 1 + 2(n - 1) - t mi 
i-l 
= 2(” - l)(l + 8)E, 
which implies 
6 < 2(” - l)e + O( l “). w 
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